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Let it Deal  

 

Hook:  Let it deal, let it go, let it deal with itself, let it flow. (4 times) 

 

Verse 1:   

don't wanna watch nobody get all up in his guts  

but like I said even caramel sundaes got touched. 

Always tryin’ ta out do me to this very day 

So what’s the path rooted creativity gotta pray 

 

Or they creep slowly to eclipse the love that I know 

Hatin’ on my being reaction take it slow 

All a G psych follow me no all of us 

Alphabets passed the tragedies that’s the doe 

 

All over like today well w. e. l. l.  

live to tell Mental dealth or it’s hell 

if you don’t understand that get off my back man 

for real, get checked by the G’s that’s that man 

 

Quick to dis me but years of raps’ll tell ya no 

May be cool to hate B but feel it later when you know 

Just chill yeah I said it just forget it 

Autopilot lessons recognize respect you can still find your glow 
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Hook:  Let it deal, let it go, let it deal with itself, let it flow. (4 times) 

 

Verse 2:  

Hip hop Eunichs tune in for inner peace 

All the 4’s in a corner never worry it’s a beast 

Believe that you deserve what you have 

Light a plan for today knowledge of love make peace 

 

A million heads turned time to realize the prize 

Down to size but still wise n still tries, man it’s urgent 

Wise as a serpent beautiful person 

It’s the depth of the raps so don’t focus on the cursin’ 

 

Everybody’s talented leaps capiche we’ll squeeze your cheeks 

For a smile all kinds of skins n beats 

Cool passions day to day maintains n food rations 

Be free from pain go labin’ with God no defeat 

 

Keep your chin up carry on it’s community diversity 

At it’s best that means everything 

Ain’t behind or ahead just myself out for health 

So let it be and watch the reckoning 
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Hook:  Let it deal, let it go, let it deal with itself, let it flow. (4 times) 

 

 

Hip Hop….tune in for inner peace… 

Thanks to (artist) and (artist) for this beat 

Brothas n Sistahs we’re always in eachother’s lives 

And inextricably connected, so no need for concern or calamity 

We trust that God is ordering everything in the future 

That’s grace, that’s that, that’s the peace 

We thank God for keeping showing us miracles 

Bottom to top, top to bottom, now that’s a vision worth workin’ for 

Peace 

(side note: same old stuff guys, this was a special blessing because of the collaboration, 

And no matter how some folks will want to deny the misson….what mission they ask…?  

To use the B game to heal the world right? people are starving…the B game is supposed to unify   

everybody in the end…and then we help save the world right? Is love what remains from  

everything?…everything works to the good?…obviously, but the other side says it’s every man  

for them self,  perpetuated spectacles and consumer placation…so it’s either the media powers  

get along and try to follow through with the peace that the B game HipHop lesson unification  

God has offered us, or the Special God Forces monitoring this will reconcile it later… 

And how will that be…well, we think they will use everybody’s names and parts that they  

played in the B game progress and use it to teach the world a lesson…or something……….? 

…Chaffe from the wheat…that’s what’s left after we’re all back to the earth….anyway  

Power to us people…yup, Us…one people…Lights in the storm…much love and peace.  


